The marriage of gin distillation tradition and the finest organic ingredients

Exceptionally Pure Ingredients for Exceptional Gin

It is organic ingredients that set Juniper Green apart from other finely-crafted gins available today. No chemicals are used to grow or process any of the ingredients, and only the
finest rye, juniper, coriander seed, summer savory, and angelica root are used, each
hand-selected for quality. It is the remarkable
Juniper Green Gin at a Glance
purity of these ingredients that give Juniper Green Gin its superbly clean, zesty flavor
and delicate aroma.

London Dry Gin Craft
Distilled in London
Juniper Green is distilled under the watchful eye of master distiller Charles Maxwell,
a descendent of a 17th century gin distiller, at the Thames Distillery in Clapham, South
London, the smallest distillery in the United Kingdom. Juniper Green is crafted in
two small specialized pot stills, allowing Mr. Maxwell exceptionally fine control.

Gin of Choice to Those Who Know Gin

Juniper Green has been honored as an exceptional gin around the world, claiming
over 10 international gold and silver medals for excellence at major spirits competitions. The Beverage Testing Institute described Juniper Green as “bold, yet balanced”
and gave it a 92-point “exceptional” rating. In 2007 His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales bestowed the unique honor of his Royal Warrant upon Juniper Green.

Why Organic?

Juniper Green is imported by Altitude Spirits, a family owned and operated business in Colorado that is wholly dedicated to purveying craft-distilled organic spirits. We believe in organic spirits because organic means:
tQuality. Organic products are free of pesticide and sewage sludge fertilizer residues, not to mention the nitrates and chemical “blending agents” often used as
shortcuts in the distilling process. Organic products only achieve outstanding
quality by starting with exceptional raw ingredients and distilling them with care.

t4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ. The crops that our spirits begin as are grown without genetic modification and farmed without chemicals, supporting sustainable agriculture.

t7FSJmBCMF1VSJUZ. USDA Organic certification is rigorously-enforced federal law, not marketing hype. Organic
means we aren’t just claiming our products are pure and grown sustainably, it means that it has been verified.
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